362       APPENDIX: ELEMENTS OF LINEAR ALGEBRA
Two vector spaces E, F are said to be isomorphic if there exists an isomor-
phism of E onto F. In that case, any theorem proved for E, involving vectors
and subspaces of E, immediately gives a corresponding theorem for F,
involving the images of the vectors and subspaces in question.
If u : E ->• F is an injective linear mapping, then u can be considered as an
isomorphism of E onto its image u(E).
Examples of linear mappings
(A.2.3) The identity mapping of a vector space E onto itself (often denoted
by 1E or /E, or simply 1 or 7) is linear. So is the unique mapping of E into a
vector space consisting of 0 alone. For every A e K, the mapping h^ : x -> Ax
is an endomorphism of E, called the homothetic mapping with ratio A. If A = 0,
its image is the zero subspace {0} of E. If A ^ 0, then h^ is bijective and its
inverse automorphism is the homothetic mapping with ratio A"1, because we
have x = A""1 (Ax) by (II.3). For each x0 e E, the mapping £ -» £x0 of K into
E is linear. Its image is {0} if jc0 = 0; otherwise, the mapping is infective, for
if £ * 0 we have <TJ(£*o) = *o ^ 0 (by II.3 and II.4) and it follows that
£x0 ^ 0. Every "ray" Kx0 in E (where x0 ^ 0) is therefore isomorphic to K,
and is equal to K(/bc0) for any nonzero scalar L
If F is any vector subspace of E, the canonical injection j: F -> E (1.6.1)
is a linear mapping.
Let (Ea)ael be a family of vector spaces and E =  0 Ea their direct
ael
sum. For each a e I we define a linear mapping ya: Ea -> E by the rule
7a(^a) = (J/?W> where yp = 0 if ft & a, and ya = xa. It is clear that ya is
injective, and hence its image ./a(Ea) is a subspace of E, isomorphic to Ea.
This subspace is called the component subspace of index a in E, and is often
identified with Ea. We also define linear mappings pa: E -» Ea (for each
ael) as follows: if x = (x^)ftel is an element of E, then p^x) = xa. It is
clear thatpa is surjective. If I is finite, px is the projection with index a (Section
1.3). For each x e E, the set H of indices ael such that px(x) ^ 0 is finite, and
we have x = £ jj(pj[x)).
<xeH
(A.2.4)   If u: E -» F and u': E -» F are linear mappings, and if A is a scalar,
it is immediately verified that the mappings
x -> u(x) + u'(x)
and
x ->• kux

